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Date:  30 August 2011 
 
 
To: Minister for Earthquake Recovery  
 
Cc: Minister of Finance 
 
 
Aide Memoire: Response to Queries from Minister for 
Earthquake Recovery re EQC August Actuarial Valuation  
 
We met with you yesterday morning to discuss the most recent actuarial valuation of 
EQC’s liabilities. You had questions around the reasonableness of the estimate and 
requested conformation on three issues. These were: 
 
1. What is the breakdown by claims type and cost per event, and does the claims 

cost average look reasonable? 
2. How was inflation addressed in the actuarial valuation? 
3. How are duplicate claims addressed in the actuarial valuation? 
 
Responses: 
 
1. Claims cost breakdown 

 
The table below (provided by EQC) provides a summary of claims cost per claim type, 
and then further disaggregates this by event: 

 
August 2011 Estimate of claims cost by claim type

Land Buildings Contents Total
Total Cost 2,024,292$        8,743,753$        846,101$            11,614,268$      
Number of Claims 77,644                 333,508              174,172              585,324              
Average Cost per Claim 26$                       26$                       5$                         20$                       

August 2011 - Estimate of claims cost by claim type and event
Land

4-Sep 22-Feb 13-Jun Other Total
Total Cost 341,042$            934,646$            534,928$            213,676$            2,024,292$        
Number of Claims 16,030                 36,817                 9,985                   14,812                 77,644                 
Average Cost per Claim 21$                       25$                       54$                       14$                       26$                       

Buildings
4-Sep 22-Feb 13-Jun Other Total

Total Cost 2,642,688$        4,740,152$        752,976$            607,937$            8,743,753$        
Number of Claims 126,546              120,785              33,442                 52,735                 333,508              
Average Cost per Claim 21$                       39$                       23$                       12$                       26$                       

Contents
4-Sep 22-Feb 13-Jun Other Total

Total Cost 265,191$            474,191$            65,951$              40,768$              846,101$            
Number of Claims 59,380                 83,707                 16,421                 14,664                 174,172              
Average Cost per Claim 4$                         6$                         4$                         3$                         5$                          
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As a basic sense check, an average claims cost of $26k for Land, $26k for Buildings, 
and $5k for Contents does not look unreasonably high. 
 
We discussed replicating this table for the Budget estimate with EQC, but the estimate 
provided at the time of the Budget did not go into this level of detail for the February 
event (and the June event had not occurred).  
 
2. Inflation assumptions 

 
The actuarial valuation applies inflation assumptions for Land and Contents at CPI, but 
runs at double CPI for building costs as a rough means of taking into account the 
“demand surge” for these types of events (and an additional overlay to take into 
account the 75th percentile risk margin). While this approach could have been more 
specific in its analysis, it is not out of the ballpark – residential investment inflation 
peaked at 10% in the last two building booms (circa 1994 and 2004). 

 
3. Duplicate Claims 
 
Duplicate claims (currently around 4% of claims) have been taken into account in the 
actuarial valuation, based on actual numbers identified. The current modelling will not 
have captured all duplicates. It does still, however, yield the “best estimate” of the total 
number of real, non-duplicate claims.   
 
 
 
 
 
Thomas Quirk, Graduate Analyst, Sector Performance and Balance Sheet, COMU,  

Alan Vandermolen, Senior Analyst, Sector Performance and Balance Sheet, COMU, 
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